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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An isolated and purified nucleic acid molecule comprising a nucleic acid

segment encoding a vertebrate DNA repair Polypeptide, a biologically active

subunit or variant thereof, wherein the polypeptide has a molecular weight of

about 95000 Da as determined by SDS-PAGE.

The nucleic acid molecule ofclaim 1 v^herein the nucleic acid segment

comprises SEQ ID NO: 1.

3. The nucleic acid molecule ofclaim /I wherein the DNA encodes a

polypeptide having SEQ ID NO::

An isolated and purified DNA molecule comprising SEQ ID NO:l, or a

DNA molecule complementary thereto.

5. ^A method of altering the amount of a DNA repair polypeptide in a cell,

comprising:

(a) introducing into a host cell the isolated nucleic acid molecule of

claim 1 operably linked to a promoter functional in the host cell, so

as to yield a transformed host cpll; and

expressing the nucleicpcd mplecule in the transformed host cell as

recombinant DNA repair polypeptide, wherein the amount ofthe

recombinant polypeptide produced by the transformed cell is

different than the amount of the DNA repair polypeptide produced by

a corresponding untransformed cell

G>)

A method of altering the ajftount of a DNA repair polypeptide in a cell,

comprising:
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(a) introducing into a host cell a DNA segment comprising the

complement of at least a portior^>fthe nucleic acid molecule of

claim 1 operably linked ta^ promoter functional in the host cell, so

as to yield a transformed^faofctfcell; and

(b) expressing the DNA segmem in the transformed host cell as antisense

RNA so as to decrease the /mount of the DNA repair polypeptide in

the transformed cell.

7. An isolated, purified polypeptide having SEQ/D NO:2, or a biologically

active subunit or variant thereof.

%^ A fusion polypeptide comprising at least a portion of a DNA repair

polypeptide having a molecular weight of£bout 95000 Da, a biologically

active subunit or variant thereof.

9. An isolated, purified antibody that specifically binds to a DNA repair

polypeptide having a molecular weighflpf atj0ut 95000 Da as determined by

SDS-PAGE, a subunit or variant the

10. A diagnostic method for detecting nucleic acid encoding a DNA repair

protein, comprising:

(a) contacting an amount ofD&A obtained by reverse transcription of

RNA from a mammalian physiological sample which comprises

cells, with an amount ofat least two oligonucleotides under

conditions effective to amplify the DNA encoding a DNA repair

protein, or a subunit or variant thereof, by a polymerase chain

reaction so as to yield an amount of amplified DNA, wherein the

DNA repair protein nas a molecular weight of about 95000 Da, as

determined by SDSfPAGE, and wherein at least one oligonucleotide

is specific for the DNA encoding the DNA repair protein; and
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(b) detecting or determining the presence or absence ofthe amplified

DNA.

11. A method for detecting a predisposition for cancer in a mammal, comprising:

(a) contacting an amount ofDNA obtained by reverse transcription of

RNA from a mammalian physiological/sample which comprises

cells, with an amount of at least two oligonucleotides under

conditions effective to amplify DNA/encoding a DNA repair protein,

a subunit or variant thereof, by a polymerase chain reaction so as to

yield an amount of amplified DNA, wherein at least one

oligonucleotide is specific for the isolated DNA molecule ofclaim 1;

and /

(b) detecting or determining the amount ofthe amplified DNA from the

sample in step (a) relative to me amount of amplified DNA in a

control sample obtained oy reverse transcription ofRNA from a

mammalian physiolofflcaJWajaple which comprises cells having and

expressing two copies 01 a gene encoding the DNA repair protein,

wherein a reduced amount of amplified DNA in step(a) is indicative

of a predisposition to cancer in said mammal.

12. A method to detect a deletion in a gene encoding a DNA repair protein in a

mammalian physiological sample, comprising:

(a) contacting a first amount of a labeled probe comprising at least a

portion ofthe nucleic acid molecule of claim 1 with the sample

which comprises mammalian cells, for a sufficient time to form

binary complexes between at least a portion of said amount ofprobe

and a portion ofthe cells in the sample; and

(b) detecting or determining the amount ofbinary complexes of step (a)

relative to the amount ofbinary complexes formed between a second
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•
amount of said probe and a sample comprising mammalian cells

which contains and expresses two complete copies of the DNA repair

protein gene, wherein a relative lesser amount ofbinary complexes

formed in step (a) is indicative of deletpn of at least a portion of the

gene.

13. A method to determine genetic modification^ of a DNA repair protein gene

in a mammalian physiological sample suspjected of containing a genetically

modified gene, comprising:

(a) subjecting DNA isolated from thafsample to a polymerase chain

reaction using a plurality ofprimers under reaction conditions

sufficient to amplify at least a portion of said gene to produce an

amplification product, wj*erein the DNA repair protein has a

molecular weight of abput 9l|p00 pa as determined by SDS-PAGE;

and

(b) determining whether the^afftplification product of step (a) is different

than an amplification product obtained by subjecting DNA isolated

from a control sample w|iich does not comprise genetic modifications

of the gene to a polymerase chain reaction using the plurality of said

primers under reaction/conditions sufficient to amplify at least a

portion ofthe gene.

14. A method for detecting or/determining aDNA repair protein in a sample of

human physiological fluid comprising cells, comprising:

(a) contacting an amount of an agent which specifically reacts with the

DNA repair protein with the sample to be tested for a sufficient time

to allow the formation ofbinary complexes between at least a portion

of said agen/and a portion of said protein, wherein the DNA repair

protein hasya molecular weight of about 95000 Da as determined by

SDS-PAGE; and
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(b) detecting or determining the presence or amount of the protein

complexed with said agent. /

A method for detecting or determining a DNA repair protein in a mammalian

tissue sample, comprising: /

(a) mixing an amount of an agent^wmch binds to the DNA repair protein

with the cells of the mammalian tissue sample so as to form a binary

complex comprising the agenrand the cells, wherein the DNA repair

protein has a molecular weight of about 95000 Da as determined by

SDS-PAGE; and /

(b) determining or detecting the presence or amount ofcomplex

formation in the sample.

A transgenic mouse whose cells contain a chimeric DNA sequence, said

chimeric DNA sequence comprising: /

a transcription control sequence and the isolated nucleic acid

molecule of claim, 1, wherein the transcription control sequence and the

nucleic acid molecule are operatively linked to each other and are integrated

into the genome of the mouse, and wherein the nucleic acid molecule is

expressed in the transgenic mouse so as>to result in said mouse exhibiting

increased amounts of the DNA repair polypeptide.

A method of using a transgenic mouse to screen for an agent that modulates

a DNA repair polypeptide, comprising: /

(a) administering the agent to the transgenic mouse, wherein the

transgenic mouse comprises a chimeric DNA sequence comprising a

transcription control sequence operatively linked to the nucleic acid

molecule of claim 1, wherein me chimeric DNA sequence is

integrated into the genome of/the mouse, and wherein the nucleic
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acid molecule is expressed as the DNA repair polypeptide in the

transgenic mouse; and

(b) determining whetneB sdid agent modulates the amount of the DNA

repair polypeptide in the transgenic mouse relative to a transgenic

mouse of step (a) which has not been administered the agent.

18. A recombinant mouse, the genome ofwhich does not encode a functional

DNA repair protein having a molecular weight of about 95000 Da as

determined by SDS-PAGE.

/
19. An isolated, purified monoclonaflfatibody that specifically binds Mrel 1 , a

biologically active subunit or vanant thereof.
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